Best Practices of 2018-19
• Budding Entrepreneurs: First Attempt- Naye Uddhmi, Paheli Uddan .
In continuation with the healthy practice adopted in the last session i.e. “Earn While, You
Learn”, In this session, a new effort has been undertaken to develop different other skills in
students. Today, the world being growing in to a global market, the need of the hour is to make
the students market ready with efficient managerial skills and administrative efficacy. Gone are
the days when women don’t enter the business arena. Now-a –days, women are more successful
business women. In the corporate sector, women have turned out to be at the top by taking wise
and profitable decisions for their concerns. Women are considered as an entity having the
capacity to be multitasking. They are observed as the best managers of their concerns because of
their decision making capacity. Keeping this in mind, this healthy practice has been initiated
from this session by Department of Commerce. Faculty and students of the department organize
stalls of self-prepared eatables. The students make all the required arrangements for these stalls
from purchasing to earning profit. They work in a properly planned manner to reach out their
target. They prepare eatables, mark price of the items by keeping in mind the income and
expenditure. They sell their delicious eatables to the staff and students and earn profit. This
practice has helped in inculcating entrepreneurial, managerial and marketing skills amongst
students. The students have taken this practice very positively and expressed that this way, they
get practical knowledge of the subjects taught in their classes. They can implement theoretical
knowledge into the practical utilization. They also learn the importance of hygiene in eatables
and how to be efficient managers and entrepreneurs in their future life.

• Literary Competition: “Innovative Craft for Draft’’:
From time immemorial, in human world, words play a primary role in changing the very course
of action and for everyday interaction. It is aptly said, “Pen is mightier than the sword”. There
are countless ways of writing on the same topic. There are innumerable techniques of how we
manoeuvre with the vocabulary. That’s why to give the flights to the latent and creative skills of
the budding yet potential writers, a literary competition named, Innovative Craft for Draft’ has
been introduced as an innovative and new healthy practice during the session. With this students
not only get the golden opportunity to hone their grammatical and syntax based knowledge, but
also to explore and express their perspective towards different topics of contemporary relevance
and application. Under this specially formulated and well organized activity, all students

pertaining to all streams of the college are involved and divided into different groups and all the
teachers are assigned the duty to conduct this collaborative activity in the college. Students are
allowed to pen down their imaginative flights in the medium of their choice. So, the students
express their literary and creative skills in the form of anecdotes, short story, poems, fun facts
and topics related to other areas of knowledge like Science, technology, personal grooming,
hygiene and general awareness . Students generally prefer to express their views in any one of
three main languages which are Hindi, Punjabi and English according to their suitability. They
select any one medium and further these students are assessed and evaluated by the subject
teachers to mark their growth and capability in expressing themselves. Medium-wise best entries
are awarded with the positions and student winners are also awarded with certificates. With this
innovative and best practice, students are informed and apprised with latest and updated areas of
knowledge. Moreover, they also learn how to register their expression and imaginative
impressions on pages creatively and confidently by creating their draft of writing with novelty,
modernity and new approach . Students when frame the draft, learn how to discover better
alternatives and to draw positivism even in the tough, crucial and challenging times .Besides ,
students get the platform for empathize with the social as well as environmental issues.
Moreover, this activity allows the budding writers to stimulate their energy in the positive
direction and push their imagination to ‘think out of the box’ and also to improve their
communication skills.

